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A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an integral representation 
of weak Markov systems is given. This theorem generalizes results of Zalik and 
Zielke. The proof is based on the relative dXerentiation method of weak Markov 
systems introduced by Zielke, and on new alternation and oscillation properties of 
weak M+ systems, which may be of some independent interest. 0 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
TERMINOLOGY AND RESULTS 
For a nonempty subset of the real line, A c 53, let us denote its convex 
hull by K(A ). Let A4 c R with card A4 3 y1+ 2, c E A4, and h : A4 + DB strictly 
increasing with h(c) = c. Moreover, let J : = K(h(M)), and let w,, . . . . W, E 
C(J) be increasing functions with wj(c) = 0 for every Jo { 1, . . . . PZ}. 
Define, for x E M, 
g, (xl = i‘““’ dw, Cl, 1 
c 
g2(x) = y j;l dw2(t2) dw,(t,) 
g,(x) = J”‘“’ Jr’ . . . I’“-’ dw,(t,)...dw*(t,)d~~,(t,), 
c c c 
(1) 
*This paper is part of the author’s dissertation [6] at the University of Osnabriick, 
Germany, September 1988. 
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and for t E J, 
u,(t)=pwd 
‘ 
(11) 
~,(t)=~f~“...~4~‘dw,,(t~)~~-dw2([*)dwl(tl), 
(‘(’ < 
U*(t) = j’ d%(b) 
c 
~n(t)=[‘J’2...{t”-’ 
dwn(tn) ‘..dw,(t,) dw,(t,). 
(‘(’ c 
Moreover, let F(M) : = (f: M -+ R}, fO, . . ..f. E F(M), d,(M) : = {x E Mk : 
xi< ... <xk} for kEN), and U,:= lin{fo ,..., fi} for i~(0 ,..., n}. 
Provided that fO, . . . . f, E F(M) are linearly independent and 
det(fi(t,))OGi,jGn has a weakly constant sign for all (to, . . . . t,)~d,+,(M), 
fO, . . ..fn is called a weak Tchebycheff system on M; we sayf,, . . ..f. E F(M) 
is a weak T+ system, if the sign is nonnegative. fO, . . ..f. E F(M) is called a 
weak Markov system (weak M+ system) on M, if fO, . . . . fj is a weak 
Tchebycheff system (weak T+ system) for every Jo (0, . . . . n}. 
If, in additionf, zz 1, a weak Markov systemf,, . . ..f. (weak M+ system) 
is called normalized. 
A normalized weak varkov system 1, fi, . . ..f. E F(M) is called repre- 
sentable, if there are functions 1, g,, . . . . g,EF(M) defined by (I) with 
lin { 1, . . . . gi} =lin{l, . . . . f;} for everyjE (1, . . . . n}. 
DEFINITION. Let feF(M). Points (x,, . . . . x,)~d,(M) are called a 
strong alternation of length k of h if there exists r E { - 1, 1 ), such that 
r(-l)“~if(XJ>O for i= 1, . . . . k. 
A strong alternation is called positively oriented, if and only if 5 = 1. 
The following lemma is [ 10, Lemma 4.11 
LEMMA 1. Let f& . . . . f,,~ F(M) be linearly independent. Then the 
following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) fO, . . . . f, is a weak Tchebycheff system; 
(b) No f E U, has a strong alternation of length n + 2. 
Subsequently, we shall derive some new alternation and oscillation proper- 
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ties of weak M+ systems (Lemmas 2 and 4) and use them to obtain new 
properties of representable weak Markov systems. 
LEMMA 2. Let fO, . . . . fn E F(A4) b e a weak Markov system. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(a) fO, . . . . f,, is a weak M+ systems; 
(b) fO > 0 and for each function f = af, + g, g E U,- I, a # 0, with a 
strong alternation of length n + 1 in M, the alternation is positively oriented, 
$ and only if tc > 0. 
DEFINITION. Let k 3 2. An f E F(M) has a strong oscillation of length k 
if there exists (x,, . . . . xk) E d,(M) and r E ( - 1, l}, such that 
T(-l)k~i(f(Xi)-f(Xi-,))>O for i = 2, . . . . k. 
The strong oscillation is called positively oriented, if and only if r = 1. 
The following lemma was developed in [ 11, 141. In [ 121 an elementary 
proof, without use of the Gaugkernel approximation of weak Markov 
systems by smooth Markov systems, was given. 
LEMMA 3. Let 1, f,, . . . . fnE F(M) b e a normalized weak Markov system. 
Then no f E U,, has a strong oscillation of length n + 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let 1, f, , . . . . f, E F(M) b e a normalized weak M+ system. If 
the function f E U, with f = ctf, + g, g E U, _ , , a # 0, has a strong oscillation 
of length n f 1, then the oscillation is positively oriented, if and only if N > 0. 
DEFINITION. A normalized weak Markov system 1, fi, . . . . f,, E F(M) is 
called weakly nondegenerate, if for every a, b E M and for every 
jr2 (0, . . . . n - 1) 
Our definition of weak nondegeneracy is different from the definition 
introduced by Zalik in [9]. 
We will prove 
THEOREM 1. Every representable weak Markov system 1, g, , . . . . g, E 
F(M) is weakly nondegenerate. 
DEFINITION. A normalized weak Markov system 1, f,, . . . . f, E F(M) has 
Property (E), if the following conditions are satisfied: 
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(El) There exists a normalized weak M+ system 1, g,, . . . . g, E F(M) 
such that lin ( 1, . . . . g, } = lin { 1, . . . . fi} for every j E ( 1, . . . . n }. 
(E2) For every point CEK(M) with dim U,,Cc,mjnM=n+l, 
there exists 1, ui, . . . . U, E F(M) with uj-g, E lin{ 1, . . . . gj- i } for every 
jE { 1, . ..) n}, such that for any ordered subsequence (k(l))yzO of (0, . . . . tz} 
the functions Us, . . . . u,(,) form a weak M+ system on Cc, co) n M. 
(E3) For every point CEK(M) with dim Un,(~m,c3nM=n + 1, there 
exists 1, vi, . . . . u,~F(M)withu~-gj~lin{l ,..., g,-,)foreveryj~{l,..., n}, 
such that for any ordered subsequence (k(Z))‘;_0 of (0, . . . . n} the 
functions (- l)k(o)-o u,(,), . . . . (- l)k(m)-m u,+,) form a weak Mf system on 
(-m,c]nM. 
In [9] Zalik introduced Property (E) for weak Markov systems, and he 
gave an integral representation for weak normalized Markov systems with 
the conditions of Property (E) and the following Condition (I) (see 
Theorem 3 in [9]). 
Condition (I). For every real number c, the weak Markou system is 
linearly independent on at least one of the sets (c, 00) r~ M and 
(--00, c)nM. 
A representable weak Markov system does not fulfill Condition (I) in 
general as the following example shows: 
Let M = { - LO, 1) and let the functions fo, fi ,fi E F(M) defined by 
fi(t) = t’, iE (0, 1, 2). 
Zielke has shown in [ 1 l] that every nondegenerate normalized weak 
Markov system is representable. A weak Markov system is called non- 
degenerate, if for every CE M the functions are linearly independent on 
both of the sets (c, co) n M and ( - 00, c) n M. 
Our main result is 
THEOREM 2. A normalized weak Markou system 1, fi, . . . . fn E F(M) is 
representable, if and only if it has Property (E). 
PROOFS OF THE RESULTS 
Proof of Lemma 2. We proceed by induction over n. 
(a) * (b): For n = 0 the statement is trivial. 
n - 1 * n : Let (to, . . . . t,) E A, + i(M) be a negatively oriented alternation 
of length n + 1 off = af,, + g, c( > 0 and g E U, _ i . An easy calculation shows 
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Proceeding as in Lemma 4.1(b) 3 (a) Subcase 2 in [lo], we get 
So there isj,E (0, . . . . H} with 
det fo . ..fn <o 
( L to.. . t, 
in contradiction to the fact that fo, . . . . f, is a weak M+ system. 
If cr<O and (to, . . . . t,) E A,, i(M) is positively oriented, then the 
statement follows completely analogously. 
(b) + (a): The case n = 0 is trivial. 
n - 1 + n : By induction hypothesis fo, . . . . fnp 1 is a weak M+ system. 
Suppose there exists (x0, . . . . x,) E A,, ,. 1(M) such that 
Thus, 
for every (to, . . . . t,) E A, + 1(M). 
Since dim U nl I~,,, _._, X.) = n + 1, there is exactly one f E U, with 
f(x,)=(- l)“-‘, j = 0, . . . . n. 
Then we havef=af,+g,g~U,_,,u>O, and 
O>det = i jcof(xj)( - 1 )“-j det (” . . ’ 
. ..fn-l 
xo...xj-l x /+I”’ x, 
=;jfodet(~:::xjml xj+l “‘“-‘). . . . x 
n 
By the induction hypothesis 
det j = 0, . . . . n, 
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in contradiction to 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Let 1, f r, . . . . f,, be a normalized weak A4 + system. 
If n = 1, then the statement is trivial. 
n-l*n:Let feU, with f=ctf,,+g, gEUneI, cr>O, and let 
(to, . . . . tn) E A,,+ ,(M) be a negatively oriented oscillation of length n + 1, 
i.e., 
(-l)"-'(f(rj)-f(rj-l))<o, j = 1, . ..) n. 
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 (b) * (a) Subcase 2 in [lo], we 
may assume that the restriction of U,- r to {t,, . . . . tn} c M is a vector 
space of dimension il. 
Case 1. dim Un-ll{ro ,_... tn-,~=n. 
For each E > 0 there is a function h, E U,, _ r such that 
h,(tj)=f(tj)+E(-l)“-‘, j = 0, *.., n - 1. 
Now fix an E with O<~<~max{lf(t~)-f(tjpl)llj=l,...,n}. By the 
induction hypothesis it follows that h,( t, ) 2 h,( t, ~ r ). Taking into 
consideration that 
and (f-h,)(t,)=s(- 1)+-j for each LIZ (0, . . . . n- l}, we see that 
(f - h,) E U, has a negatively oriented strong alternation of length n + 1 in 
(t,, . . . . t,) E A,,+ r(M), in contradiction to Lemma 2. 
Case 2. dim UnpllIto ,...,, nm,J =n- 1. 
We distinguish the following two subcases: 
Subcase 2a. dim U, _ 1, ([,, ,,,, tnl = n. 
For every E > 0 there is h, E U, _, with 
h,(z,)=f(t,)+&(-l)“-‘, j = 1, . . . . n. 
Now, let us fix E > 0 sufficiently small. By the induction hypothesis we have 
(-l)“~‘h,(t,)~(-l)“-‘h,(t,), and 
(-l)“(f-~,)(~0)=(-l)“f(~0)+(-1)“-’u~0) 
~(- l ) “ f ( t , )+(- l ) “ - ‘h , ( t , )  
=(-l)“-‘(f(t l)-f(h))+E. 
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But then (f-h,) E U, has a negatively oriented alternation in (to, . . . . t,) E 
A,, ,(M), in contradiction to Lemma 2. 
S&ase 2b. dim un-ll{to ,.._, tn-,,=dim Un-llir ,,..., r,j=n-l. 
For h EF(M), let us denote by L the restriction of h to {I,, . . . . t,}. Since 
&,, . . . . & ~, are linearly dependent, there is a minimal je (0, . . . . n - 1 } with 
Jzl E {fo, ..J - l 1, say 
j-l 
&= C aiA, CriE [w. 
i=O 
Then, proceeding analogously to the proof of Lemma 1 Subcase la in [ 121 
we get thatfo, . . . . J?,P,,x.+l, . . . . fn ’ is a weak A4+ system. Now, applying the 
induction hypothesis, the strong oscillation (t,, . . . . t,) of p is positively 
oriented, and we arrive at a contradiction. 
The proof for cx < 0, and (to, . . . . t,) E A, + i (M) a positively oriented 
oscillation, is completely analogous. Q.E.D. 
Following the argument used in the proof of Lemma 13.2 in [lo] one 
gets: 
LEMMA 5. Let 1, g,, . . . . g, E F(M) be defined by (I). Then no 
gElin{l,g,, . . . . g, } has a strong alternation of length n + 2. 
For the proof of Theorem 1, the following two lemmas are essential. 
LEMMA 6. Let o , , . . . . u, be definedby (Il), k~{l,..., n}, [cr,/?]cJ, and 
uklcl,pl E lin { 1, vl, . . . . vkpI 1. Then there is a natural number IE N and a 
partition {x0, . . . . xl+, } of [cc, B], such that for every iE (0, .,., I} there is 
jie (1, . . . . k} with w,!=const on [xi, x~+~]. 
ProqJ: Without loss of generality, we may assume c = c(. It is easy to see 
that replacing c E M by E E A4 the integral representation 1, v,, . . . . u, leads 
to an integral representation 1, fi,, . . . . fi,,, such that for every iE (1, . . . . n} : 
lin{ 1, ui, . . . . vi} = lin { 1, v”, , . . . . o”;} and vi - Ci E lin { 1, . . . . vi- , }. 
We proceed by induction over n. 
n = 1: If v, r0 on [a, p], then wi = 0 on [a, p]. 
n-15n: Let un,Ca,B1 E lin{ 1, u,, . . . . u,_ I }, then there is u E 
lin{l, ui, . . . . v,-,) with v=O on [q/I] and u~lin{l, u2, . . . . u+i}\{O>, 
such that v(t)=J:u(tl)dwl(t,), tEJwhere z+,...,u,, are defined by (12). 
By Lemma 5 each alternation of u is of finite length, thus there is 
X, > c = tl, such that either u = 0 on (c, xl) or U(S) # 0 for all s E (c, xl ); we 
may choose the interval (c, xi) maximal. 
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Case 1. u(x)#O for every XE(C, x,). 
Without loss of generality, let U(X) >O on (c, xi). Now, suppose 
w,(c)<wl(to) for some t,~ (c, x,). Then there exists E>O, such that 
wi(c)<~i(t) for every teJ with lt-lO( <E. But this implies u(t)>0 for 
every t E [to, xi], in contradiction to the fact that w1 = const on (c, xi). 
Case 2. 24 = 0 on (c, xi). 
Clearly, u z 0 on [c, x, 1. By induction hypothesis there is a natural 
number 1, and a partition {y,, . . . . y,,+i} of [c, xi], such that for each 
i, E (0, . . . . 1, } there exists j, E { 2, . . . . k} with w],~ - const on [ yi, , yil + i 1. 
We get S:’ u(tr) dw,(t,) =0 in both cases. Therefore, u(t) = 
j:, u(ti) dw(t, ) on J. Since u has only finitely many separated zeros, 
repeated application of the argument used above yields a partition of 
ca> PI. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. Let v ,, . . . . v, be defined by (Il), k~ { 1, . . . . n}, [a, /3] c J, and 
vklc,,81Elin{l, . . . . vk-l }. Then for every p E {k + 1, . . . . n} there exists czP E R, 
such that 
Proof: By Lemma 6 there exists 1 E N and a partition {x0, . . . . x,} of 
[GI, fl], such that for every iE (0, . . . . l- 1) there is Jim { 1, . . . . k} with 
w,, = const on [xi, xi+ i]. 
Without loss of generality we may assume: 
(A) a = c; 
(B) for every iE (0, . . . . Z-l} and every Jo {jj+ 1, . . . . k}, wj is 
nonconstant on [xi, xi+ ,I. 
If l=l, we have up-O on [a,/?]= [x0,x,] for allpE{jO ,..., n}. 
Now, let 1>1, and let [xi,xifl] and [x~+,,x~+~] be arbitrarily 
fixed, so ~,~=const on [xi, xi+,] and wj,+,=const on [x~+~,x~+~]. For 
brevity let q :=ji and r :=ji+ 1. Now, let us assume q < r. Then, for all 
tE [xi, xi,11 we have 
and 
ok(t) = lx’+’ . . . jfk-’ dWk(tk)...dW,(t,).V,-l(f) 
c( a 
for all tE [xi+,, x~+~]. 
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Since r > q, it follows that 
I;,p,(+jr’...jt’-2 dw,-,(t,~,)...dw,(t,).u,-,(t) 
a OL 
for all t E [xi, xi+ I 1, especially at the point xi+, : 
-XI 
5 I 
1,-2 
u,-I(xj+,)= ... dw,~,(t,~,)...dw,(t,).u,~,(x,+,). 
u a 
This implies 
Xi s I tk - I uk(xi+,)= ... dWk(tk)‘..dWy(ty)‘Uq--l(Xi+i) CL CL 
= jxx’+’ . . jlk-’ dWk(tk). . . dw,(t,) . u,- ,(Xi+ ,) 
=j:‘+‘...jy ~wk(fk)...~w,(tr) 
X8 
4 s 
f, -2 . . . 
dw,-,(t,-,).“dw,(t,).u,-,(xi+,). 
a a 
We distinguish several cases and subcases: 
Case 1. 
~,-I(xi+,)=O. 
Then 
for all tE [cr, x~+~], because uy-, is increasing on [cr, co) n J and 
u,-&x)=0. 
This implies 
XI 
s I 
‘p-1 < ... dWp(tp)...dWq(ty).uy~-l(t)=O a CL 
foreveryp>q-1 and all tE[cr,x,+,], so u,=O on [c(,xi+,] forpa:. 
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Case 2. 
Now we assume 
j*'...j'"~'~wl,(t,)...dw,(t,)=j"+'...j'x~'dw,(t,)...~w,(t,) 
I a a a 
/ 
=: c, = : c-2 
x, 
4 s 
t,-2 
. . . dw,-,(t,~,)...dw,(t,). 
a a 
c, 
For C, we have the following estimate: 
= c, 
Since C, = C2. C,, we have to deal with the following two subcases. 
Subcase 2a. C3 = 0. 
Then for each p > r - 1 
j;'... j;-'... jy dw,(t,)...dw,~,(t,~,)...dw,(t,)=o, 
and therefore uP(xi) = 0. This implies up = 0 on [cr, xi], because U,(U) = 0, 
and u,, is increasing on [a, co) n J. 
Subcase 2b. c, = Cz. 
If k= r, it follows that w,(x~+~) = w,(xi), and therefore w, - const on 
[xi, xi+ 1 1, in contradiction to assumption (B). 
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Now, let k > r. Then there exists [E [xi, xi+ ,I, such that 
oqx'+l...j'k-' 
~wk(tk)...~wr(~r) 
XI 1 
= (W,(Xi+ ,)- w,(x,)) . ji.. j"-' dWk(fk). . .dwrp,(t,_ ,). 
m a 
This implies 
-XI 
s s 
lk- I 
. . . dWk(tk)...dW,~,(tr-l)=O, 
r a 
so up=0 on [cl, xi] for every par. 
Summarizing the above considerations, we have in case I> 1: 
For all intervals [xi, xi+ 1] and [xi+r, x~+~], iE (0, . . . . l--2}, with 
ji <j, + I either 
(a) v,, = 0 on [cr, xi+ 1] for every p B k, and the sequence (j,)i:f+ I is 
strictly increasing, or 
(b) up - 0 on [cr, xi] for every p > k, the sequence (j,)i:f+ I is strictly 
increasing, and C, = C, . C,. 
Now, consider the partition {xi+ ,, . . . . x,} of the subinterval [xi+ 1, /?I. 
For each interval [x,, x,, ,] with s > 1 we have 
v,(t)=j~~...j'k-'dw,(t,).--dwj~(rj~).uj~~~(l) 
1 rr 
\ / ” 
= : ys 
for all t~[x,,x,+~];ifs=i+l, thenlet y,=l. 
Analogously we compute 
U,(t)=jx'+'-. jr~-'dw,(l,)...dw,+,(t,+,).y,.v,_,(t) 
a a 
- 
=: c,+1,p 
for allp>k on [x,,x,+,] 
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Further distinctions are needed: 
Case I. Ci+l,k=O. 
Proceeding as in Case 1 one gets Ci+ I,p = 0 for every p > k. Therefore, 
upsO on [x;+r, /?I for every pa k. 
Besides, Ci + , , k = 0 implies f s 5 lk - 1 . . dwk(tk) -~w,,+,(~~,+,)=O I I 
for all to[cr,xi+,]. So we have u,=O on [a,xi+l] for everypak. 
Thus, up E 0 on [a, p] for every p B k. 
Case II. Ci+ l,k >O. 
For each interval [x,, x, + , ] with s > i + 1 we have 
so one gets 
G+tp 
%=Ci”k 
on the set [a, xi] u [Ix,, 1, 81. 
If up = 0 on [a, xi+ I ] for every p > k, obviously 
on Ca, PI. 
Now, let us assume up E 0 on [a, xi] and C1 = C, . C3. Then, for all 
to[xi,xi+r] andp>k we have 
V,(l,=l~‘...~fp-‘dw~(fp)...dw,,(~~,).vj,-I(f). OL w. 
=v 
uk(xi) = 0 implies directly C, p = 0, and therefore uk = up = 0 on [a, xi+, 1. 
If vk(xi) > 0, We especially have Ci,k > 0. 
For all t E [xi, xi+ 1] follows 
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and, in particular, for xi+ I 
Since v,(xi)>O, we have uk(xi+r) >O, thus 
ci+ I p ci,p 
Ci,k -GI,,’ 
So we finally get 
Ci+lp 
‘P = Ci+ . ‘k 
on the interval [cr, /I]. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
To prove Theorem 2 we need the following results: 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8. Let c, d E M and let 1, fi, . . . . f, E F(M) be a weak Markov 
system with Property (E). Iff, , Cr, dl AM E const, then fi cc, d, n ,+, = const for 
every f E U,. 
Proof For n Q 1 the statement is trivial. 
n - 1 G- n : By Condition (El) there exists a weak M + system 1, 
g,, . . . . g, E F(M) with lin { 1, . . . . gj} = lin { 1, . . . . A} for every je ( 1, . . . . n}. 
By the induction hypothesis every g E U,- I is constant on [c, d] n M. 
As U, is a weak Tchebycheff space, there exists 2, JEM with cd c < 
dda, such that l,fI, . . . . f, are linearly independent on [c”, cc) n M as well 
as on (-co,d]nM. 
Now let 1, ur, . . . . U,E F(M) with Property (E2) on the set [I?, co)n M 
and let 1, u,, . . . . v, E F(M) with Property (E3) on (-cc, d] n M. 
Let card(Mn [c, d])>2. Thus, for all (t,, t,)Ed,(Mn [c, d]) 
1 1 
(+“-I Vn(tl) (-1)“-’ U,(t,) =(-1)“-‘(V”(f*)-dt*)) 
=(-1)“-‘(g,(t*)-gn(tl)) 
80 
holds, because of 1, (-1))’ v, is a weak M+ system on the set 
(-qa]nM,andu,=g,+gwithgElin{l,g, ,..., g,-,}. 
640/68/l-2 
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First let us assume that there exists a point 1~ n/i, 7< c withy,(?) #fr(c). 
Applying Condition (E3) we get 
1 1 1 
(-l)“-’ u,(f) Ul(f,) Ul(h) 
%zm un(t,) Un(f2) 
1 1 1 
q-l)“-2 ul(i)-u,(~l) 0 0 
%(i) u?l(t, 1 un(t2) 
= (-l)“-‘(g,(~,)-g,(i))(s,(~2)-g,(t,)) 
b 0. 
So g,(t,)-g,(r)>0 implies g,(t1)=gn(t2) for all (t,, t*)~d*([c, d] nM). 
If fr = const on (-co, d] n M, there exists a point ?E M, 1s d with 
h (4 Hi (7). 
Using Condition (E2) we have 
1 1 1 
Wd W2) u,(i) =(g,(t,)-g,(i))(g,(t,)-g,(t,))BO, 
and g,(t,)-gl(i)<O. Thus, g,(t2)=g,(t,) holds for all (t,,t,)~ 
A2( [c, d] n M), and the statement readily follows. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. Let f, g E F(M). Then g is called 
(a) C-bounded on i%Z, if g is bounded on [a, b] n M for every 
a, beM; 
(b) Lipschitz-bounded with respect to J if for every a, b E M there 
exists K> 0, such that 
I g(x) - g(y)1 d K I f(x) -.I-( ~11 for x,yE[a,b]nM. 
A weak Markov system 1, Jr, . . ..f., E F(M) is called Lipschitz-bounded 
with respect to j’r (C-bounded), if all functions fi , . . ..f. are Lipschitz- 
bounded with respect to fi (C-bounded). 
In [9] Zalik proved C-boundedness for weak Markov systems with the 
Properties (E) and (I). 
INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION 1.5 
LEMMA 9. Every normalized weak Markov system 1, f, , . . . . f, E F(M) 
with Property (E) is C-bounded. 
ProoJ Obviously, it is sufficient to show C-boundedness for the 
system 1, g,, . . . . g, E F(M), given by Condition (El). 
For n 6 1 the statement is trivial. 
n - 1 an: Let us suppose there are c, dE M such that g, is unbounded 
on the set Cc, d] n M. Therefore, the function g, E U,, possesses at least one 
pole p E Cc, d] n ii-i 
So there is a sequence (tk)FcO in the set [c, d] n A4 converging to p with 
1in-h + m 1 gn(tk)j = co. Without loss of generality let to > tk for every k 2 1. 
Moreover, there is a point 2 E ( - co, c] n A4, such that 1, g,, . . . . g, are 
linearly independent on the set [Z, co) n M. 
By the induction hypothesis we have u, = g, + g with g E U, ~ r, which is 
bounded on [c, d] n M. Condition (E2) implies that the sets (u, } and 
{ 1, U, } form weak A4 + systems on [c”, cc ) n M. Thus, for each k > 1 there 
follows 
u,(tk)=gn(tk)+g(tk)ZO 
and 
%7(to)-%(t,)= -g”(tk)+(U,(tO)-g(tk))~o. 
Therefore, the unboundedness of the sequence (gn(tk))FZO leads to a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 10. Every normalized weak Markov system 1, f, , . . . . fn E F(M) 
with Property (E) is Lipschitz-bounded with respect to f, . 
ProojI We are going to prove the statement for the weak M+ system 1 
g,, . . . . g, E F(M), given by Condition (El). 
If n < 1, the statement is obvious. 
n- 1 an: Let (c, d)Ed,(M) be fixed. There are Z, aeA4 with ?< c< 
d<‘d and 
Moreover, let us assume that 1, v,, . . . . u, E F(M) fulfill Condition (E3) on 
(--GO,a]fa. 
Case 1. There are (1,,I,,I,)~d~([c,d]nM) with g,(&,)< 
g1(7,)<g,(i,). By Condition (E3) the sets 
:1, u,}, (1, (-l)“-’ vn), {-~,,(-l)~-~~,},and {l,~,,(-l)~~~v,} 
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form weak M+ systems on ( - co, a] n 44. Therefore u1 and ( - l)n-l u, 
are increasing on ( - co, a] n M, and 
C-1)” Ul(X) Ul(Y) Ux) U,(Y) =(-1)“(~,(Y)~,(x)-~,(x)~,(Y))~O 
for all (x,y)Ed2(Mn(-oo,ZJ). 
Now let (to, t,,t2)~d3(Mn(-m,a]) be fixed, such that g,(t,)< 
gl(tl)<gl(b). Then 
1 1 1 
(-l)“-2 U,(b) u,(t,) o,(t*) 
un(hl) u,(t,) U”(b) 
=(-I)“-* C(un(t1) ul(~o)--v,(hl)u,(~,)) 
-~l(~*)(~,(~l)-U,(~0))+~,(fZ)(Ul(~l)-~l(~O))l 
=(-I)“-* C(u,(t,)-u,(t,))(u,(to)--v,(t*)) 
+ (u,(t*)--v,(t,))(u,(tl)--v,(t,))l 
=:D,30. 
By a simple calculation one shows 
D, 
(u,(t*) - ul(h3))(ul(tl) -U,(b)) 
~,(~2)-~,(~cl) 
=(-1~..i(u,(r2)-u*(r,)-u&,)-u,(~~) 
un(~l)--v,(~o) >. 
1 ’ . 
Let t,E(-a,d)nM be fixed. Then 
q?,,(x):= (-l)“- 2 h?(x) -%(h) 
gl(x)-gl(h3) 
is well defined on the set M,,,:= {t~(t~, ca)nA41gl(to)<gl(t)}. 
As the functions u1 and’ ( - 1)” - ’ u, are increasing on ( - co, a] n M, cpt, 
is nonpositive, increasing, and bounded from above. 
A similar computation of the determinant D, gives 
D, 
(ul(t*)-ul(t0))(Ul(t*)-ul(to)) 
=(-I)“-2 un(~l)--v,(~*) %(4l)--u,(t*) >. 
ul(t,)-ul(tz)-vl(to)-vl(tz) > ’ ’ 
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For fixed t2 E ( - co, d] n M the function 
cp&)=(-w 
* u,(x) - un(t2) 
g*(x)-g (t ) 
I 2 
is increasing, nonpositive on M,,:= {tE(--,12)nMIg,(l)<g,(t2)}, 
and therefore bounded from above. 
Applying the induction hypothesis to g, = u, + g, g E U,_ ,, the 
Lipschitz-boundedness of g, directly follows from the fact that qt, and qrz 
are bounded from above. 
Case 2. If g,( [c, d] n M) consists of no more than two points, the 
proof of the statement follows by Lemma 8. Q.E.D. 
Throughout the following considerations on relative derivatives we can 
assume: 
1. I= (a, b) an open and bounded interval 
2. 1, fi, . . ..f. E C(Z) a normalized weak Markov system. 
These assumptions mean no loss of generality, because in [S] Zalik 
proved the following embedding property of weak Markov systems: 
Every C-bounded normalized weak M+ system 1, fi, . . ..f. E F(M) is 
embeddable in a normalized weak M+ system 1, g,, . . . . g, E C(Z), where I 
is an open-bounded interval, i.e., there is CE M and a strictly increasing 
function h: M+ Z with h(c) = c, such that g,(h(t)) =fi(t) for every 
jE (0, . ..) n} and every t E M. Examining the proof one sees that if 
1, fi, . . . . fn E F(M) has Property (E) this also holds for 1, g, , . . . . g, E C(Z) 
(see Theorem 3 in [ 91). 
Examining the proof one sees that if 1, f,, . . ..f. E P(M) has Property (E) 
this also holds for 1, g,, . . . . g, E C(Z) (see Theorem 3 in [9]). 
DEFINITION. Let f, gE C(Z), f monotone and nonconstant, and for 
a e Z let 
R, := {xE(a, b)lf(a)Zf(x)l, La:= {~~(a,a)lf(x)Zf(a)J, 
Moreover, let 
ZR := {xEZIR,#~}, Z,:= +Z 
rm := inf R,, I,:= supL, 
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Then the right and left relative derivatives of g with respect to fare defined 
by 
g(t) -id@) 
and 
g(t) -ET(@) 
D- gta)= !yf(t)-f(qy CiEZ,. 
The concept of relative differentiation in normalized weak Markov 
spaces was introduced by Zielke in [ 111. 
To prove Theorem 2 we need the following result, which may be of some 
independent interest: 
THEOREM 3. Zf l,f,, . . . . f,, E C(Z) is a weak Markov system with Property 
(E), then 
D+fi,.-,D+fn~flZR) 
and 
D-f,, . . . . D-~,EWL) 
are normalized weak Markov systems with Property (E). 
LEMMA 11. Let 1, f,, . . . . f, E C(Z) be Lipschitz-bounded with respect to 
f, . Then for every g E U, 
(a) D, g(t)ER for all tEZR; 
(b) D- g(t)ER for all tEZ,. 
The proof of Lemma 11 is completely analogous to the last part of the 
proof of Lemma 11.3(a) in [lo], and will therefore be omitted. 
LEMMA 12. Let gE U, be Lipschitz-bounded with respect to fi. Then 
(a) D, g(t) = 0 for all t E (c, d) c I, implies g= const on (c, d); 
(b) D- g(t) = 0 for aN t E (c, d) c I, implies g 3 const on (c, d). 
Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that fi is increasing. 
At first, let g be increasing, too. 
Fix E > 0 and let x0 E (c, d). Because of D + g = 0 on (c, d) we have for 
x > TX0 
o<gwgbo)<E 
f(x)-fh) ' 
if the distance 1 x - rXO 1 is sufficiently small. 
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The above estimate implies 
-$(x0) -&o) < ml -g(x). 
By Riesz’s lemma (see, e.g., [ 3, p. 3 191) for each closed interval 
[y, S] c (c, d) there follows 
&f(Y)-g(Y)~&f(6)--(6), 
and therefore 
d@ -g(Y) G a-(6) -f(r)). 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, g( [y, S]) = [g(y), g(6)] is a degenerated interval, 
thus g = const on (c, d). 
Now, let g 6 U,, be arbitrary. By Lemma 3 there exists a natural number 
k<n+l, and points po,...,pk with c=p,< ... <pk=d, such that g is 
monotone on each interval (p,, pj+ I), Jo (0, . . . . k - 1 }. 
Thus, g= const on every interval (pj,pj+ 1). Since D, g(pj) = 0, 
jE { 1, . ..) k- 1 }, we get g= const on (c, d). 
The proof of part (b) is completely analogous to the proof of part (a) 
and will be omitted. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3. One easily sees from Lemmas 10 and 11 that 
D + : U, -+ F(Z,) is a well-defined linear operator. 
Clearly, kern D, contains U,, so D, U, is a subspace with 
dim D + U,, < n. Applying Lemma 12 it follows 17, = kern D + , and therefore 
dim D + U,, = dim U,, - dim(kern D + ) = n. Proceeding as in [ 10, Lemma 
11.3(b)] we conclude that D, Jr, . . . . D, ~,EF(Z~) is a normalized weak 
Markov system. 
By Condition (El) there exists a normalized weak M + system 1, 
g, 2 ..., g, E C(Z), such that for each Jo { 1, . . . . rr} 
lin { 1, . . . . fi } = lin { 1, . . . . gj }. 
We show that D, g,, . . . . D + g, E F(Z,) is a normalized weak M+ system, 
iffr is increasing; iffi is decreasing, then -D+ g,, . . . . -D+ g, E F(I,) is a 
normalized weak M+ system: 
Letf, be increasing, k E { 1, . . . . n}, (tr, . . . . tk) E dk(ZR) and cp E D, Uk with 
cp=aD+ g,+@, ct>0,@~D+U,-,. 
Suppose that 
(-l)“-iq(t,)<O for i= 1, . . . . k. 
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Then there are functions g E Uk and g E Uk-, such that cp = D + g, 
g=clg,+g, and @=D, 8. 
Since (- l)k-i cp(t,) < 0 for each in { 1, . . . . k}, there exists (u,, . . . . U~)E 
dk(Z) with UkE (tk, b) and uj~(ti, ti+i) for any ie (1, . . . . k- l}, such that 
(-l)k-i g(“i)-g(ti) 
f~(“i)-.fl(ti)<O 
i = 1, . . . . k. 
As fi is increasing we have 
(-lIkei (g(“i)-g(ti))<o i = 1, . . . . k. 
Consequently (t, , ui , . . . . tk, uk) E d,,(Z) contains a negatively oriented 
oscillation of g = clg, + 2 E U,, in contradiction to Lemma 4. 
If fi is decreasing, the proof is completely analogous. 
Conditions (E2) and (E3) can be shown by analogous arguments. 
Q.E.D. 
Note, that the oscillation Lemma 4 for normalized weak M+ systems 
was essential to prove Property (E) for the relative derivatives. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let 1, fi, . . . . f, be a weak Markov system with 
Property (E). 
For n < 1 the statement is trivial. 
n - 1 *n: By the embedding property of weak Markov systems 1, 
fi, . . . . fn is embeddable in a weak Markov system 1, zi, . . . . Z,E C(Z), 
Z : = (a, b) open and bounded, i.e., there is c E M, and a strictly increasing 
function h, : M-r Z with h,(c)= c, such that fi(x)=zj(hl(x)) for every 
jE { 1, . ..) rr } and for every x E M, 1, zi , . . . . z, has Property (E). 
From Theorem 3 follows that the left and right relative derivatives of 1, 
zi, . . . . z, are nomalized weak Markov systems with Property (E). 
Now let I, and I, be defined as above. If there is NE Z, such that 
z1 =zl(a) on [a, b), let us define 
b, := inf{xEZlz,(x)=z,(a)} 
and bl : = b, if there is no such a. 
If b,<b, we have supZ,=b,EZR. 
By Lemma 9, 1 = D + zl, . . . . D + z, E F(Z,) is C-bounded. Thus there is a 
normalized weak Markov system 1, (pi, . . . . (P” E F(Z) such that for each 
jE (2, . ..) n} 
qjlI.qED+zj 
and, if b,<b 
cpb-1 = D + zj(b, 1, XE Cb,, b). 
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Obviously, 1 = ‘p,, . . . . cp,, E F(Z) has Property (E), and, using the induction 
hypothesis, it is representable. So there is i: E Z, a strictly increasing function 
h, : I-+ R with h2(C”) = ?, and increasing functions w2, . . . . w, E C(K(h,(Z))) 
with w,(S)= . . . = w,(z) = 0, such that for every jE { 2, . . . . n} and for every 
XEZ 
qoj(X) = j”‘“’ . . j”-’ dlvj(rj)~~~ dw2(t2). 
F r‘ 
Now, let us define dj on the convex hull of h,(Z) by 
h(t)=j~...j~~‘-‘dn;(tj)...dh2(t2), j=2,...,n. 
Without loss of generality we may choose ? = c. 
Let wi be defined by wi(x) =z,(h;‘(x)), XE&(Z), and on the convex 
hull of h,(Z) by linear interpolation in the same way as in the proof of 
Theorem 3 in [ 111. 
Setting h = h, 0 h,, then for x E A4 and je { 1, . . . . n} we get 
an integral representation of 1, f, , . . . . f, E F(M). 
Now, let 1, fi, . . . . fn~F(M) b e re p resentable. Then there is a basis 1, 
g, 2 ...? g, EF(M) of U, defined by (I). Obviously, it is sufficient to show 
Property (E) for the corresponding system 1, u,, . . . . u, E C(J) defined by 
(11). 
By Lemma 5, 1, vi, . . . . u,, E C(J) is a weak Markov system. 
Proceeding by induction over n, we will prove 
(1) 1, Ulr . . . . u, E C(J) is a normalized weak M+ system. 
Proof of (1). For n = 0 the statement is trivial, 
n - 1 * n : Let u E lin { 1, . . . . u, }, say 
n 
u= 1 cliui, witha,>O,aiER for i=O, . . . . n- 1 
i=O 
and let us suppose that u has a negatively oriented alternation of length 
n+ 1 in (to, . . . . t,)EdH+l(J), i.e., 
(-l)“-‘u(tj)<o, j = 0, . . . . n. 
Then, for every jE { 1, . . . . n}; 
o>(-l)n-j(u(tj)-U(tj-l))=(-l)“-j 
( 
i CrjUi(tj)- i CrjUi(tjpl) . 
i=l i=l > 
22 
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(U-@O)(t)= i tliUi (t)= jfU(S)dW~(s) 
( > i= I ‘ 
with 
n 
u=ct1+ 1 cciui, 
i=2 
where u2, . . . . u,, are defined by (12); note that, by the induction hypothesis, 
1, u 2, . . . . U, is a weak M+ system. Therefore, for every jrz (1, . . . . n}, there 
exists cj E [ tJ- i, t,], such that 
O>(-l)n-i j” U(S)dw~(S)~(~l)"~'U(lj)(W~(~,~)~W~(tj~l))~ 
I,- I 
But then, u has in (ii, . . . . [, ) E d,(J) a negatively oriented alternation of 
length n, in contradiction to Lemma 2. 
It is easy to see that it is suflicient to prove Condition (E2) on 
[c, 00) n J and Condition (E3) on (- co, c] n J. 
(2) If 1, Vi, . ..) u, is linearly independent on [c, 00 ) n J, and (k(Z))?=;=, 
and arbitrarily fixed subsequence of (0, . . . . n}, then ok(O), . . . . uk(,,,) is a weak 
M+ system on [c, cc ) n .I. 
Proof of (2). We distinguish two subcases. 
Case 1. k(O)=O. 
For m = 0 the statement is obvious. 
m- 1 am :Then, for all TV [c, co)nJ, 
and, for all i E { 2, . . . . m}, 
On the set [c, co)nJ, ukclj is increasing and nonnegative. Now, proceeding 
as in the proof of Lemma 13.2 in [lo], and following the arguments used 
in (1) one gets: 1, uk(iJ, . . . . ukcrn) is a weak h4 + system on [c, cc ) n J. 
If k(0) > 0, these arguments are not applicable. But in that case we have 
u(c) = 0 for every 0 E lin { ukcoJ, . . . . Us}. 
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Case 2. k(O)>O. 
If m = 0, then the statement follows by the fact that u,(,) is increasing on 
[c, co] nJ. 
m - 1 am : Let us suppose that there are u E lin {u,(,,, . . . . a,(,,} and 
(4b . ..> tm+l)E~,+Z ( [c, cc ) n J), such that 
t-11 m+‘-‘U(ti)<O, j = 0, . . . . m + 1. 
V(C) = 0 implies c < t,. Setting tP i : = c, it follows that 
(-1) ‘, m+l-j 
s fits) ~U,(O,(S) < 0, 
j = 0, . . . . m + 1 
I,- I 
with 6 E lin { G,(0J, . . . . ijkcrnj }, where 
V”k(O,U) = 1 
for iE { 1, . . . . m}. 
But then, proceeding completely analogously to the proof of 
[ 10, Lemma 13.21 0” would have a strong alternation of length m + 2 in 
[c, cc ) n J, a contradiction. 
Moreover, using the fact that D(C) =0 for every UE lin{u,(,), . . . . u,+)}, 
and, following the arguments of (1) one gets: 1, a,,,,, . . . . iY,(,) is a weak M+ 
system on the set [c, cc ) n J. 
The proof of Condition (E3) is completely analogous to the proof of 
Condition (E2). Q.E.D. 
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